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Features 
- Super Speed (5 Gbps) / high-speed (480 Mbps) / full-speed (12 Mbps) 
- Supports SATA6G & SATA3G & SATA1.5G 
- Supports offline duplicate function, all data or system files copy into your target 

hard disk by one simple button 
- Supports 2 x 3.5" or 2.5" SATA HDD plug-in one compact unit, data can be transfer 

between 2.5”and 3.5” SATA HDD 
- Two hard drives can be read & write at the same time 
- The dual bay docking station connects to the computer via USB3.0 
- Hot swappable, without driver installation 
- LED progress indicator shows clear clone status  
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Offline Duplicate Function 

 
1. This product supports offline duplicate function which can clone the  

HDD directly without connecting to computers by USB port. 
2. Insert the HDDs to "A"&"B", A is the HDD to be cloned, B is the target  

HDD to cloning, HDDs capacity requires B≥A 



3. Start cloning: Press "Clone" button on the product about 3 seconds, when 
release the button “The LED indicator of 100% will light up”, and quickly 
click "Clone", then it start cloning. Indicator lights (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%) 
flash up in turn during cloning, and whole lights on after complete Cloning 
is done. 

 
Sleep Mode 
 

1. After finishing cloning HDDs under offline duplicate mode, product goes to 
sleep mode if there were no operations in 30min and HDDs stop running. 
Power Indicator the light flash-up every 3 seconds, and other progress 
indicator lights and disk LED light still work, that means clone is done and 
goes to sleep mode without any operations. HDDs will wake up again to 
stand-by mode by press clone button shortly. 
 

2. When the product connects to computer, it goes to sleep mode if there 
were no reading or writing on hard disk in 30mins and HDDs stop running. 
Power Indicator light flashes in every 3 seconds, the A/B disk LED keep 
lights up, It starts flashing when computer reads and writes again. 

 
FAQ 
1. Unable to start cloning: Please check whether the actual capacity of B disk 

is higher than A disk (B≥A), otherwise it won’t work when A disk’s actual 
capacity is higher than B disk’s. (B<A) 

2. Indicator light stops flashing up during offline duplicating: it might because 
of disk bad sectors so that data couldn’t be cloned as usual. It’s better to 
change a good disk. 

3. After cloning, the rest capacity of B disk is showed and operated via 
“Computer management - Storage - Disk management”. 

4. Why over 2TB hard disk couldn’t be identified by USB? Because the 
maximum capacity of hard disk which Windows XP can supports is 2TB 
and couldn’t be identified by system if over 2TB. It only supports after 
upgrading the operating system above Vista (64 bit) version and we 
suggest changing hard disk into a GPT disk partition, or the operating 
system will not support over 2 TB disk partitions. 

5. Please make sure that B hard disk data can be covered before cloning 
data. Because once you start cloning, B hard disk partition methods and 
data are completely cloned as A hard disk. Our company does NOT 
undertake any responsibility for data or economy loss which could bring 
by damaged data. 

 


